Featured

August 19-25, 2018
SOUR CHERRIES
118185
20 lb.
Distinguished by their acid
content and the crimson black
coloring of their skin and flesh
alike. Soft and meaty texture
with an intense tart and
somewhat tannic taste. Fresh
from Michigan! aka Balatons

GRAFFITI EGGPLANT
423640
11 lb.
More proof its summer
time! Enjoy this specialty
eggplant with its
variegated purple and
ivory skin. Its smallish
size gives you an
excellent flesh to skin
ratio.

RAMBUTAN
180160
5 lb.
Flesh is juicy, milky-white,
translucent in color, with an
almond-like taste. The flavor
is more acidic than the
lychee.

SWEET SAPPHIRE
GRAPES
130725
12/1 lb.
Eggplant-colored and
elongated, these will
only be in season for a
minute! Fun to eat and
a nice change up from
table grapes. A fullbodied grape flavor.
Limited Season!

NECTARINES WHITE
155450
18 lb.
Lower in acid than their yellow
cousins. Coming from Chile, these
are perfumey and pair well with
prosciutto, arugula or manchego.

YELLOW WAX BEANS
109000
10 lb.
A beautiful contrast on the plate in
a world full of green beans! These
yellow wax beans are delicious,
healthy and set you apart! Newly
available after a summer hiatus.

MOTTLED PLUOT
172480
2 layer
Their variegated skin is fun and
interesting to look at and the
reddish flesh is tender and sweet
to eat. More stone fruit for
summer!

8 BALL SQUASH
186780
22 lb.
Just like a zucchini, except shaped
like an 8 Ball. Limitless options for
presenting these clever shapes,
and just think about stuffing them!

DAIKON RADISH SPROUTS
185500
12 ct.

CAULILINI
117230
3/2 lb.
Cauliflower’s popularity goes without
saying, now you can be the first chef
to discover this exciting new
vegetable. It’s the broccolini of the
cauliflower world. 100% yield and
edibility, tender and ready for any
cooking application.

Known as Kaiware sprouts and
locally grown, these sprouts have
a unique pungent flavor and are
essential to garnishing sushi
dishes.

CONTINUED >>

All items are subject to sell out. www.SouthFlorida.Freshpoint.com

August 12-18, 2018
EXOTIC MUSHROOM MIX
RED CURRANTS
152060
5 lb.
121240
12/6 oz.
ORANGE HONEYDEW MELON
ALL ORGANIC.
Cultivated
and
These delicate, sweet-tart clusters of
ALL ITEMS
TO SELL
OUT. WWW.FRESHPOINT.COM
149260
8 ct. ARE SUBJECT
conveniently packed in a shared
fruit have a sophisticated flavor.
From the outside it looks like a regular
case: brown beech, white beech,
Cherish their seasonal appearance
honeydew,
but
it
is
not.
It
has
a
maitake, and king oyster. A
and see what their complexity brings
beautiful orange flesh with that sweet
tasteful way to serve a medley of
to your dish!
honeydew flavor.
O SELL OUT | mushrooms!
WWW.SOUTHFLORIDA.FRESHPOINT.COM
MOTTLED PLUOT
172480
2 layer
Their variegated skin is fun and
interesting to look at and the reddish
flesh is tender and sweet to eat. More
stone fruit for summer!
BABY EGGPLANT
123340
10 lb.
These Indian eggplant are small
ovals, only 2 to 3”. Their dark purplish
skin leads to a creamy white center
with few seeds. Have fun being
creative with their diminutive size! In
peak season.
SWEET TAMARIND
190785
16/1 lb.
A most peculiar fruit, it needs a little
attention in order to serve you best.
Strip them out of their brittle shells and
simmer in water to coax the pulpy
flesh off of the seed. Use the puree to
enhance Indian and Island Cuisines.
LOCAL PINK GUAVA
132285
12 ct.
Wait for the skins to shade into yellow
and the pink flesh will soften to the
consistency of ripe pear. Famously
used in pastelitos! Wonderful in other
sweet preparations or sliced and eaten
as is.

LACINATO KALE
711050
24 bu.
ORGANIC. Also known as
Tuscan kale, black kale, dinosaur
kale. All cool nicknames for a cool
vegetable! Deep mineral-ly flavors
are packed with nutrients. A great
European salad green and
vegetable.
DRIED PORCINI MUSHROOMS
153160
1 lb.
A staple in Italian kitchens as a
handsome flavor contributor to
soups, braises, stocks and broths.
Imported from Italy. Molto bene!
GOLDEN KIWI
139960
13 lb.
These pretties are ready for
summer: hairless, smooth and
bronzed!! The flesh is similarly
structured as the traditional, but
golden and with more tropical
flavors. Change it up!
YELLOW SPLIT PEAS
163220
10
lb.
Dried, very high quality.
Wonderful in soups and Indian
Dal. A healthy protein and fiber
contributor in a vegetarian diet, but
also not one to shy away from a
nice ham hock!

YOUNG COCONUTS
119200
9 ct.
These trimmed coconuts look like
robotic white footballs! Easy to lop
off the top and stick a straw in for
drinking. Hack it open to access the
edible flesh (sometimes jelly-like)
inside! (Also available in Organic!)
DAPPLE DANDY PLUOT
172600
64 ct.
Our next contestant in the game of
stone fruits! Partake in the wide
variety of stone fruits being offered
this summer and taste the freshness
of the season. (Available 8/1)
DRAGONFRUIT WHITE FLESH
121845
10 lb.
Although related to the Cactus Pear
(note the look of the SEEDS AND
FLESH), THE DRAGON is likened to
Kiwi in texture and flavor, but is a
little sweeter. It is popular eaten
chilled, out of hand.
BABY RAINBOW CARROTS
114180
24 bu.
Assorted colors or orange, red,
purple, yellow, light orange can
adorn any box depending on the
season. Delicate gourmet versions
of the beloved carrot.

